THANK HEAVEN FOR LITTLE GIRLS

Each time I see a little girl of five or six or seven

I can’t resist a joyous urge to smile and say:

Thank heaven for little girls, they grow up in the most de-lightful way.

Those little eyes, so helpless and ap-pealing

One day will flash, and send you crashing through the ceiling

No matter where, no matter who, without them, what would little boys do

Thank heaven for them all
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Em7   A7   D   D6
Each time I see a little girl of five or six or seven

Em7   Fdim   A7
I can’t resist a joyous urge to smile and say:

C#   D   A7   D   D6   D   Ddim   A7
Thank heaven for little girls, for little girls get bigger every day

B7   Em   B7   Adim   Em   A7   A7+   D   D#dim   Em7   A7
Thank heaven for little girls, they grow up in the most de-lightful way.

D7   GMA7   G6
Those little eyes, so helpless and ap-pealing

Bm7   E7   Em7   A7
One day will flash, and send you crashing through the ceiling

C#   D   C7   B7   Gm   D   F#7   Bm
Thank heaven for little girls. Thank heaven for them all

Em   A   D   A7   D
No matter where, no matter who, with-out them, what would little boys do

G#7   A7   C#   D   G#7   A7   Em7   A7b9   D   D6
Thank heaven, thank heaven, thank heaven for lit - tle girls.